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CURRICULUM TERM 1 2017
Pegi Williams Book Shop presents CURRICULUM TERM 1 
2017. FREE POSTAGE/DELIVERY applies to all orders and 
10% SCHOOL DISCOUNT to all titles except specials. Selections 
from this brochure are available “ON APPROVAL” and extended 
payment terms are available upon request. All prices include GST.
Please order online at www.pegiwilliams.com.au or number the 
Quantity column alongside corresponding numbers on the back 
page Order Form (multiples are available) and fax or mail to 
Pegi Williams Book Shop. Your order will be supplied promptly. 

Specific categories, general selections, individual titles and overseas 
publications can be supplied anytime during the year. 

Please check out our website for this mailing 
and other specials at: 

www.pegiwilliams.com.au 

CHILDREN’S BOOKWEEK: 20th - 26th AUGUST 2017 
Theme: Escape to Everywhere

FOUNDATION (1-10)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

1. Emotions Art and Language Chart Pack A3 (Various)  $49.95 $44.96
A valuable tool designed to assist in the development of emotional literacy: 
understanding myself and others. Each of the 10 charts focuses on an emotion 
which is shown on a child’s face: surprised, sad, happy, frustrated, love, 
proud, disgust, excited, afraid and angry. The emotion is then explored through 
language (synonyms & antonyms), how it may be depicted in the environment 
and expressed through art (colour, line and a child’s artwork). The eleventh 
chart, the overview, includes five additional emotions: worried, shame, bored, 
confused and pensive. HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION - ENGLISH 
(Language) - THE ARTS (Visual Arts)

2. Families Around the World (Margriet Ruurs)  $12.99 $11.70
Based on real children, each one’s story fills a two-page spread and is told in the 
first person, beginning with a greeting in the child’s native language. From Ryan, 
who lives on a Texas cattle farm, to Nkoitoi, who tends the family goat in Kenya, 
to Baatar, who moves regularly with his nomadic family in Mongolia, there is a 
vast range of homes, locations, customs and activities presented here, all of it 
enthusiastically illustrated with bright colours and vivid detail by illustrator Jessica 
Rae Gordon. There is variety in the heads of the families as well: a single parent, 
multiracial parents and same-sex parents are all represented. For all the children’s 
different experiences, however, it is clear how much their lives have in common 
with one another, and likely with the book’s readers. The love they have for their 
family members, the joy they find in play and the beauty they see around them 
wherever they live are experiences that cross borders. HISTORY - GEOGRAPHY

3–7. Family World (Caryn Jenner)  $16.99 $15.30ea
The Family World series looks at key family members and the variety of roles that 
they play in children’s lives all around the world. HISTORY 

3. My Brother  5. My Grandparents  7. My Sister 
4. My Dad  6. My Mum
8. Go Go Global: Homes of the World (Nancy Loewan)  $15.99 $14.40
High in the air or down by the sea, made of sticks or bricks...Open a window 
or knock on the door. Time to take a trip around the world to see where people 
live! We all need food, shelter and clothing. But what do these things look like 
around the world? How are they alike or different? How are we alike or different? 
Let’s Go Go Global and find out! GEOGRAPHY

9.  Nanna’s Button Tin  
(Dianne Wolfer and Heather Potter)  $24.99 $19.99

I love Nanna’s button tin. It is full of stories. Nanna’s button tin is very special. It has 
buttons of all shapes and sizes and they all have a different story to tell. But today, 
one button in particular is needed. A button for teddy. A beautiful story about 
memories and the stories that shape a family.  HISTORY - ENGLISH (Literature)

10. Splosh! (David Melling)  $15.99 $14.40
This bright, bold rhyming story from the creator of Hugless Douglas is a 
wonderfully funny introduction to numbers and counting for the very young 
and great to read aloud. Count from one to ten with the adorable Splosh 
and his hilarious fluffy duck friends as they waddle, quack and flap along 
the diving board. Will they be brave enough to dive into the paddling pool? 
MATHEMATICS (Number and Algebra) - ENGLISH (Literature)
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(RRP) (SCHOOL)

11. Boy (Phil Cummings and Shane Devries)  $24.99 $19.99
The King’s battles with the dragon were always mighty and loud... CLING CLANG CLONG! ROAR! 
Boy lived in a silent world and couldn’t hear the fighting. But Boy could see the fear around him... 
and how everyone would be much happier. ENGLISH (Language) - ENGLISH (Literature)

12.  Discovering Geography: Our Wonderful World  
(Kerrie Shanahan)  $19.95 $17.96

Look around you. You might see buildings, roads or fields.You might see trees, a river or hills. 
Explore this book to find out about some of the features of our wonderful world. GEOGRAPHY

13.  Follow That Map! A First Book of Mapping Skills  
(Scott Ritchie)  $32.99 $29.66

Kids will enjoy following Sally and her friends as they search for Max and Ollie, a mischievous 
dog and cat on the lam from the backyard. Sally and friends take an imaginative trip through the 
neighborhood, city and country, around the world and beyond. Kids can join in the search for Max 
and Ollie, who are hiding somewhere in every map. An activity at the end of the book shows children 
how to make a map of their bedroom. MATHEMATICS (Measurement and Geometry)

14-18. History in Living Memory (Clare Lewis)  $17.99 $16.20ea
Each History In Living Memory book takes you on a journey through modern history, to discover 
what life was like for your parents and grandparents when they were young. HISTORY

14. Education Through the Years  16. Getting Around Through the Years 
15. Entertainment Through the Years  17. Home Life Through the Years

18. I Am Yoga (Susan Verde and Peter Reynolds)  $17.99 $16.20
An eagle soaring among the clouds or a star twinkling in the night sky ...a camel in the desert or 
a boat sailing across the sea--yoga has the power of transformation. Not only does it strengthen 
bodies and calm minds, but with a little imagination, it can show us that anything is possible.  I 
Am Yoga encourages children to explore the world of yoga and make room in their hearts for the 
world beyond it. A kid-friendly guide to 17 yoga poses is included. HEALTH AND PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION (Movement and Physical Activity)

19. Our Digital Planet: Staying Safe Online (Ben Hubbard)  $26.99 $24.30
Are you ever overwhelmed with the amount of information online? In this book, you can find out how 
to navigate the online world easily and safely. DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES (Digital Technologies 
Processes and Production Skills) 

20. Our Values Early Years: My Community (Grace Jones)  $27.99 $25.20
Here children can explore what it means to be part of a community and discover the cultural and 
spiritual diversity that life has to offer. HISTORY - GEOGRAPHY

21. Physical Science: Matter (Abbie Dunne)  $28.99 $26.10
What are the differences between solids, liquids, and gases? Can things change from solid to 
liquid to gas? Science has the answers! Learn all about the amazing world of matter. SCIENCE 
(Chemical Science)

22. Physical Science: Sound (Abbie Dunne)  $29.99 $27.00
How do musical instruments make sounds? How do we hear sounds? Science has the answers! 
Learn all about the amazing world of sound. SCIENCE (Physical Sciences)

23. Rock Pool Secrets (Narelle Oliver)  $24.99 $22.50
At first glance there’s nothing much to see. But the rock pools are full of secrets. Nestling in crevices 
... hiding in the seaweed ... camouflaged against the rocks ... What creatures will you find? Rock 
Pool Secrets features beautiful linocut artwork by award-winning author/illustrator Narelle Oliver 
and includes big, easy-to-use flaps and a glossary of rock pool creatures. SCIENCE (Biological 
Science)

YEAR 1 (11-23)
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(RRP) (SCHOOL)

24. Captain Invincible and the Space Shapes (Stuart J Murphy)  $10.99 $9.90
Captain Invincible and his intrepid space-dog, Comet, are on a perilous journey back to Earth! 
Throughout their mission, the fearless captain and his canine sidekick encounter asteroids, 
poisonous gas, and alien beings. But will their knowledge of three-dimensional shapes, including 
cubes, cones, and pyramids, help our heroes navigate past these obstacles - and make it safely 
home? MATHEMATICS (Measurement and Geometry)

25-28.  Discovering History: A-Z of Heritage in Australia  
(Katherine Steward)  $19.95 $17.96ea

Each letter from A-Z stand for a heritage item or site.  From ancient art and natural wonders, to 
modern day landmarks like the Sydney Opera House. HISTORY

25. A-Z of Heritage in Australia: A to C 
26. A-Z of Heritage in Australia: D to L 
 27. A-Z of Heritage in Australia: M to R 
28. A-Z of Heritage in Australia: S to Z

29–32.  History of Technology (Chris Oxlade)  $28.99 $26.10ea
This fascinating series investigates the history of technological equipment that has changed 
enormously since they were first invented. Studying the history of computers, robots, 
telecommunication and transport, each book looks at the key figures who played a part in their 
development, key milestones in their development, what they are like and are used for now and 
where they might take us tomorrow. HISTORY - DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES 

29. History of Computers, The 31. History of Telecommunications, The 
30. History of Robots, The  32. History of Transport, The

33.  How Water Gets From Treatment Plants to Toilet Bowl  
(Megan Cooley Peterson)  $29.99 $27.00

Push the lever. The toilet flushes. Where does the water in the bowl come from? And how does it 
get to your home? Discover the answers inside! SCIENCE (Earth and Space Sciences)

34–37. Multicultural Stories (Various)  $19.99 $18.00ea
These beautifully illustrated collections of stories are from some of the world’s richest story-telling 
traditions.  Each story is introduced with information about its origins and the people who first 
started telling it, and maps locate the places associated with it. The book includes a glossary and 
sources of further information as well as ideas for activities that children can do to explore the stories 
and their culture further. ENGLISH (Literature)

34. Stories from China  36. Stories from the Amazon 
35. Stories from India  37. Stories from West Africa

38. Safari Park (Stuart J Murphy)  $9.95 $8.96
Grandpa’s taking all the grandkids to the neatest amusement park ever: Safari Park. All the 
Jungle King rides cost 4 tickets. Rhino Rides are just two tickets. Monkey Games and Tiger 
Treats are a bargain at one ticket each. But a ride on the “spectacular, amazing, heart-pounding 
Terrible Tarantula” costs six tickets! Each of the kids has 20 tickets and has to figure out the best 
combination to have the most fun. Which would you choose?   An essential part of early algebraic 
thinking is understanding a “number sentence” with a missing element (8 + ? = 20), and the process 
for figuring out the unknown. MATHEMATICS (Number and Algebra)

39. Why Should I Save Water? (Jen Green)  $14.99 $13.50
This title looks at how one little girl became aware of how water is wasted. She discovers what 
would happen if there wasn’t any water and learns fun ways of saving water. SCIENCE (Earth and 
Space Sciences) 

40. Tucker (Ian Abdulla)  $16.99 $15.30
When Ian Abdulla was a young boy growing up along the Murray River, bush tucker was plentiful, 
and everyone was expected to help feed the family. With his brothers and sisters he picked 
quandongs for pies and caught catfish for curry soup. And when all else failed, Ian would be sent 
to buy sheep heads from the butcher. All the fun (and the hardship) is recorded here in story and 
picture. DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGIES - ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER 
HISTORIES AND CULTURES

YEAR 2 (24-40)
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(RRP) (SCHOOL)

YEAR 3 (41-58)

41–46. Animal Classifications (Various)  $27.99 $25.20ea
The animal kingdom includes over 8 million known living species. They come in many different 
shapes and sizes, they each do weird and wonderful things and they live all over planet Earth.  
Explore the six groups of the animal kingdom in depth via full-colour imagery, engaging facts and 
informative diagrams. SCIENCE (Biological Science)

41. Amphibians  43. Fish  45. Mammals 
42. Birds  44. Insects  46. Reptiles

47–50. Australia’s Neigbours (Jane Hinchey)  $29.99 $27.00ea
This exciting series explores the landscapes, culture and people of Australia’s closest neighbours. 
Inside each book you’ll find current information, maps, statistics, fun facts, timelines and 
photographs. Every book is a valuable resource designed to support Australian students and 
teachers, and meet Australian Curriculum requirements. GEOGRAPHY

47. New Zealand   49. Singapore 
48. Pacific Islands and Papua New Guinea 50. Vietnam

51. Children Just Like Me: Food Like Mine (Dorling Kindersley)  $29.99 $27.00
Food Like Mine is a touching celebration of children from all over the world and the food they eat. 
Featuring more than 20 easy-to-follow recipes and beautiful photography throughout, Food Like 
Mine is part of DK’s groundbreaking series on children of the world and features children from 
Botswana to the USA. Children will learn about staple ingredients, see where they’re eaten and 
discover how they’re grown. Then you can use these staples in more than 20 delicious, international 
dishes to make at home.  Food Like Mine shows that even if we live thousands of miles apart, our 
lives share a common ingredient - food! GEOGRAPHY

52–55.  Discovering History: Our Special Days  
(Cameron MacIntosh)  $19.95 $17.96ea

Our Special Days series breaks down the calendar year in four books, looking at celebrations, 
commemorations and other special days that are marked by Australians. HISTORY

52. Our Special Days: January to March  
53. Our Special Days: April to June  
54. Our Special Days: July to September  
55. Our Special Days: October to December

56. Discovering Science: Earth (Troy Potter)  $19.95 $17.96
Have you ever wondered why there is night and day, or why the Moon appears to change shape? 
Explore this book for the answers to these questions and others. SCIENCE (Earth and Space 
Sciences)

57.  Let’s Eat Grandma! A Life Saving Guide to Grammar  
and Punctuation (Karina Law)  $19.99 $18.00

This guide to the intricacies of grammar and punctuation provides clear, accessible definitions with 
comprehensive indexing. It is also a humorous text that entertains as Grandma seeks to lead us 
all to better grammar and punctuation usage. Fun illustrations provide a visual aid to clarify how 
incorrect use can be misleading (and often very amusing!). In addition to the main text (defining 
terminology and demonstrating correct usage), the book includes tips, mnemonics and jokes. 
ENGLISH (Language)

58. XO, OX: A Love Story (Adam Rex)  $24.99 $22.50
“Dear Gazelle, For some time now I have wanted to write a letter to say how much I admire you. 
You are so graceful and fine. Even when you are running from tigers you are like a ballerina who 
is running away from tigers. I think that what I’m trying to say is that I love you. XO, OX” And so 
begins an epic, if initially unrequited, love affair between a graceful gazelle and a clumsy, hapless 
ox. Romance will never be the same. Adam Rex’s hilarious, sweet, and at times heartbreaking 
letters between a hopelessly romantic ox and a conceited, beautiful gazelle is paired perfectly with 
Scott Campbell’s joyful illustrations to bring you a romance for the ages. ENGLISH (Language) 
ENGLISH (Literature)
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(RRP) (SCHOOL)

59.  Discovering Geography: Environments and Responsibility  
(Compilation)  $19.95 $17.96

What is an environment? Why are environments important to animals and people? How do 
people relate to and use their environment? Discover why and how we care for our environment. 
GEOGRAPHY

60. Discovering Geography: Kids on Continents (Diana Noonan)  $19.95 $17.96
Four students have been sent with a parent each to four mystery countries. They have been set an 
adventurous challenge: they have one week to make their way to the capital city of their mystery 
country. Join Kalinda and Dylan, hosts of the Kids on Continents show, to find out who will win the 
challenge! Fiction. 24 pages. GEOGRAPHY

61.  Discovering Geography: Planet in Distress!  
(Shawn DeLoache)  $19.95 $17.96

When things start disappearing around their home, Steven, Lily and Max wonder who has done 
this and why. How far will they have to go to find them?   Fiction. Graphic Novel Format. 24 pages 
GEOGRAPHY

62.  Discovering Geography: Vegetation of the World  
(Kerrie Shanahan)  $19.95 $17.96

Why are plants important? Where do different types of plants grow? Why are there different types 
of vegetation around the world? Find out about our environments and discover the wide diversity of 
plants that grow in our world. GEOGRAPHY

63–66. Discovering History: First Peoples (Compilation)  $19.99 $18.00ea
Starting with the history of the land itself, this series covers the arrival and lifestyles of the ancestors 
of today’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people some 75,000 years ago. HISTORY

63. Ancient Australia 65. Early Contact 
64. Arrival and Lifestyle 66. Later Contact

67.  Discovering Science: Physical Properties of Materials  
(Troy Potter)  $19.95 $17.96

Have you ever wondered why engineers build bridges from steel or what an aeroplane is made 
of that helps it fly? Explore this book for the answers to these questions and others. Discovering 
Science helps you discover the world around you. SCIENCE (Physical Sciences)

68.  Exploring Soils: A Hidden World Underground  
(Samantha Grover and Camille Heisler)  $24.95 $22.46

Have you ever wondered what happens in the earth underneath us? James has, and he wants to 
be a soil scientist. In Exploring Soils: A Hidden World Underground, James discovers that soil is not 
just dirt for digging in, but an essential part of our world. He explores how plants and animals live in 
soil, how soils are formed, how they differ, and the ways that soil is essential in our lives. SCIENCE 
(Earth and Space Sciences)

69. Leaf Litter (Rachel Tonkin)  $17.99 $16.20
Leaves, twigs, branches and bark collect on the ground in forests all over the world. We call this 
leaf litter, but it isn’t really rubbish at all. If you look closely you will discover a world of animals and 
plants living side by side, a busy secret world we hardly ever see. Come on a journey to a fascinating 
world hidden within a small patch of leaf litter beneath a single tree. See how this world changes 
as the seasons move from autumn through to summer. Discover how all plants and animals have a 
part to play, and how they all depend on one another to survive. SCIENCE (Biological Science)

70.  Unlikely Story of Bennelong and Phillip, The  
(Michael Sedunary)  $19.95 $17.96

This extraordinary story about the friendship between Captain Arthur Phillip and the Aboriginal, 
Bennelong, is one of Australia’s most important and intriguing stories, yet remains largely 
unknown.  The background of first settlement in Australia (when the first fleet arrived) heightens 
the polarity between the two worlds of these two people – traditional Aboriginal culture and values 
versus European culture and values. The book has been beautifully written by Michael Sedunary 
complimented with the extraordinary artwork by celebrated Australian ceramic artist, Bern 
Emmerichs. HISTORY

71-74. Young Engineers (Tammy Enz)  $28.99 $26.10ea
This series shows the science behind how these amazing structures are planned and built using 
real-life examples. Then, readers are guided through hands-on projects and experiments to test the 
science concepts. Engaging photographs and step-by-step instructions help bring the topic to life, 
while inspiring readers to dig deeper into the world of engineering.

71. Building Bridges 73. Building Vehicles That Fly 
72. Building Structures and Towers 74. Building Vehicles That Roll

YEAR 4 (59-74)
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(RRP) (SCHOOL)

75. 13 Art Materials Children Should Know (Narcisa Marchioro)  $24.99 $22.50
This fascinating book focuses on 13 kinds of artistic materials to trace the development of artistic 
expression throughout history. Illustrated spreads explore how precious metals and gems were 
used by ancient Egyptian artisans and how Greek sculptors created beautiful vessels out of clay. It 
reveals the importance of cast metals to the Romans, and glass to the builders of Gothic cathedrals 
and Byzantine mosaics. The book also shows how the same materials were used by artists 
centuries apart: paper as parchment for illuminated manuscripts but also for artist books. Chapters 
explore the intriguing histories of paint and drawing, ranging from ground pigment to acrylic and 
from charcoal sticks to pen and ink. Along the way readers will become familiar with celebrated and 
lesser-known works of art and the people who created them. THE ARTS (Visual Arts)

76–79.  Climate Change (Harriet Bundle)  $28.99 $26.10ea
This new series gives readers an insight into one of the most important issues in today’s world: 
climate change. Through accessible language and an engaging design, children can explore 
the issues related to climate change and discover what effect humanity is having on the planet. 
GEOGRAPHY - SUSTAINABILITY

76. Habitat Destruction  78. Renewable Energy 
77. Pollution  79. Weather Patterns

80. Discovering Science: Adaptations (Troy Potter)  $19.95 $17.96
Have you ever wondered why kangaroos have such big tails or why frogs can change colour? 
Explore this book for the answers to these and other questions. Discovering Science helps you 
discover the world around you. SCIENCE (Biological Science)

81. Evolution (Grace Jones)  $28.99 $26.10
Evolution explores the core concepts of Darwinism and the theory of evolution, including; natural 
selection, variation, adaptation and inheritance of traits.

82–85. Generation Code (Max Wainwright)  $26.99 $21.59ea
The Generation Code series is a hands-on guide to computer coding, designed to train you in the 
coding languages used by real-world computer programmers. You’ll discover how to code exciting 
programs, web pages, apps and games, and learn how the tools and functions you’re using can 
be applied to other situations. DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES (Digital Technologies Processes and 
Production Skills) 

82.  I’m a Python Programmer  84.  I’m an App Developer 
83.  I’m an Advanced Scratch Coder  85.  I’m an HTML Web Page Builder

86.  King of the Outback: The Story of Sidney Kidman  
(Kristen Weidenbach and Timothy Ide)  $26.99 $24.30

Sidney Kidman runs away from home at thirteen and travels to the outback on a one-eyed horse. 
He finds stray cows in the scrub, swims across rivers by hanging on to a bullocks tail and dreams 
of having the biggest herd of cattle in Australia.  Many years later, when the workers on Sids cattle 
station organise a giant rodeo for Sids birthday party the cattle from the bush take fright in the city. 
People panic and horses bolt. Can the Kidman stockmen save the day? King of the Outback tells 
the rags to riches story of one of Australias greatest pastoral pioneers. HISTORY

87–92. Learn to Play (Bernie Blackall)  $19.95 $17.96ea
Each book contains a brief history of the specific sport and its development, highlights, and star 
players. Both text and images work together to engage the interest of young readers and provide 
them with some fun and interesting facts about their chosen sport. Readers will also learn through 
clear descriptions and images about the:- Equipment required to play, - Rules of the game, - 
Positions on the field, - How to execute basic skills, - How to refine their skills, - How to warm up 
for the game, - Where to find additional information about the sport. HEALTH AND PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION (Movement and Physical Activity)

87.  Athletics  89.  Netball  91.  Softball 
88.  Aussie Rules  90.  Soccer  92.  Tennis

93.  Startling Story of Lachlan Macquarie, The  
(Michael Sedunary and Ben Emmerichs)  $29.95 $26.96

The story of Lachlan Macquarie is an important story in the history of 
modern Australia that has been largely lost to the current generation 
of school children. Whilst we’ve all seen many things named after 
Macquarie, few realise the important role he played in the Australia we 
know today. HISTORY

YEAR 5 (75-93)
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94–97. Discovering History: Democracy (Various)  $19.95 $17.96ea
This series looks at the role of the citizen in a democracy and explores the connections between 
citizens and their government. HISTORY - Civics And Citizenship

94. Citizenship 96. Government in Australia 
95. Democracy in Australia  97. History of Democracy

98. Discovering Science: Chemical Changes (Troy Potter)  $19.99 $18.00
Have you ever wondered why your bike rusts if you leave it outside in the rain? Explore this book 
to find the answer to this and other questions. Discovering Science helps you discover the world 
around you. SCIENCE (Chemical Sciences)

99. Discovering Science: Electricity (Troy Potter)  $19.99 $18.00
Have you ever wondered where electricity comes from or why you see lightning in a storm? Explore 
this book to find the answers to these and other questions. Discovering Science helps you discover 
the world around you. SCIENCE (Physical Sciences)

100. Gadget Inventor Handbook, The (Mike Warren)  $19.99 $18.00
This book features a series of fun electronics projects that range from easy to more difficult, but none 
require too complex or expensive components. Step-by-step instructions and clear illustrations 
guide the reader as they create racing machines, drawing ‘robots’, LED ‘throwies’, and other fun 
projects, alongside simple, core electronics skills such as creating a circuit and practicing on a 
breadboard. This is a hands-on book aimed at teaching accessible projects that are easy to make 
and customizable, perfect for firing up children’s imagination and building their skills. SCIENCE 
(Physical Sciences) - DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGIES

101–104. Migration to Australia (William Day)  $29.99 $26.96ea
Australia is a country built on migration. People have been seeking a new life in Australia’s cities 
and country regions from the colonial era up until the present. This series explains why they chose 
Australia as their destination, what the international conditions were that caused them to leave their 
homelands, and how thousands of migrants have contributed to making Australia the nation it is 
today. HISTORY - GEOGRAPHY

101. Migration from Asia  103. Migration from the Middle East and Africa 
102. Migration from Europe  104. Refugees

105. My Name is Not Refugee (Kate Milner)  $12.99 $11.70
A touching, timely and tender exploration of refugees and migration for the youngest readers.  A 
young boy discusses the journey he is about to make with his mother. They will leave their town, 
she explains, and it will be sad but also a little bit exciting. They will have to say goodbye to friends 
and loved ones, and that will be difficult. They will have to walk and walk and walk, and although 
they will see many new and interesting things, it will be difficult at times too. A powerful and moving 
exploration that draws the young reader into each stage of the journey, inviting the chance to 
imagine the decisions he or she would make. HISTORY - GEOGRAPHY

106–111. Nature Unleashed (Louise Spilsbury)  $26.99 $24.30ea
This series explores the world’s top ten worst recorded disasters, explaining how and why they 
happen and where in the world they have taken place. The series also invites the reader to examine 
what they have learnt about natural disasters and to apply that knowledge by answering critical 
thinking questions at the end of each book. GEOGRAPHY

106. Earthquakes 108. Hurricanes 110. Volcanic Eruptions 
107. Floods 109. Tsunamis 111. Wildfires

112. Six Kids and a Stuffed Cat (Gary Paulsen)  $14.99 $13.50
From three-time Newbery Honor author Gary Paulsen comes a laugh-out-loud novel about six 
wacky misfits who get stuck together in a school restroom and discover friendship. It seemed like 
a normal school day, until a horrible storm forced the very cautious school administration to make 
everyone hole up in a safe place. Six students find themselves stuck in a tiny, questionably smelly 
space--a school bathroom--with a stuffed cat for entertainment. Hijinks ensue and the unexpected 
happens. They enter as strangers...and leave as friends. Get to know the story even better with a 
special script that accompanies the novel, so any six kids can get together with their friends and 
perform the story anywhere they’d like. THE ARTS (Drama) - ENGLISH (Literature)

YEAR 6 (94-112)
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YEAR 7 (113-127)
113. Girl Guide, The (Marawa Ibrahim and Sinem Erikas)  $14.99 $13.50
Five times world-record breaking hula-hoop star Marawa Ibrahim was told that she was too chubby during her teenage 
years to succeed as a performer. Today she is one of the most solicited circus performers worldwide, working with 
artists from Pharrell Williams, to Beyonce and Kenzo. Contained within these pages are 50 lessons, anecdotes and 
stories about the changes Marawa experienced in her own body during puberty, written in consultation with Doctor 
Janice K Hillman. The first book in a new series about growing up has been written for young girls becoming women, 
who need not feel alone on their journey to womanhood. HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

114–116. Great Empires (Ellis Roxburgh)  $19.99 $18.00ea
Each book in the Great Empires series covers a particular empire or regional series of empires, charting its history from 
its rise to its eventual fall. Concise text and supporting boxes explore the reasons for the empire’s success-and its 
failure-and explain the mechanics of governing the empire and the experience of living under it. HISTORY
114. Chinese Empire, The 115. Egyptian Empire, The 116. Indian Empire, The

117. Help Your Kids With Growing Up (Robert Winston)  $35.00 $31.50
Covering everything from the menstrual cycle to sexting and even cyber-bullying, this visual guide to puberty and 
adolescence is a must-read for all parents and tweens embarking on those scary teenage years. Help Your Kids with 
Growing Up is the only guide to cover contemporary issues such as internet safety, whilst also tackling key topics 
such as sexuality and body image. Expert-written content by Professor Robert Winston offers a straight-forward, 
unpatronizing approach to tricky topics, with special chapters on puberty by Dr Radha Modgil. Stunning graphics and 
illustrations make this invaluable for tweens and teens alike, whether as a quick-reference guide or cover-to-cover read.  
Non-judgemental and up to date, this is the essential illustrated guide to adolescence for both parents and their teens. 
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

118–121. How to Make Money (Rita Storey)  $26.99 $24.30ea
It is part of the How to Make Money series - books that turn young people into young entrepreneurs, whether they’re 
into cooking, computers, upcycling or simply using their spare time profitably!  Sample areas covered include: designing 
brand images, conducting market research, writing a business plan and understanding restrictions and the law. If you 
simply want to make some money for charity there’s a guide to this area as well. ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS
118. From Cooking and Baking  120. From Your Computer 
119. From Upcycling  121. From Your Spare Time

122–125. My Life Your Life (Honor Head)  $26.99 $24.30ea
It is part of the series My Life, Your Life, which takes a sensitive and positive look at some of the issues that concern 
children aged 10+. It explores issues including sexuality, gender, self-esteem, prejudice and discrimination and 
promotes and encourages discussion. By thinking creatively and critically, children can learn to accept their differences, 
embrace diversity and improve their sense of self and how they fit into the bigger picture. Each title also provides advice 
in the form of practical ways to cope with distressing or difficult situations. HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
122. Cultural Issues  124. Overcoming Fear of Failure 
123. Family Differences  125. Self-Esteem and Confidence

126.  Say Yes: Story of Friendship, Fairness and A Vote  
(Jennifer Castles and Paul Seden)  $29.99 $23.99

Once there were two little girls who were best friends. They did everything together. As they got older they weren’t 
allowed to do the same things anymore. Because they looked different. Because of the law...This is a story about the 
landmark 1967 Referendum, the two women who came together to change the law ... and how the Australian people 
said YES. CIVICS AND CITIZENSHIP

127.  Secret Treasures of Ancient Egypt: Discover the Sunken Cities  
(Kate Sparrow and Esther Aarts)  $24.99 $22.50

A brilliant book exploring the lost worlds of Ancient Egypt, based on real artifacts from a national exhibition.  This is the 
sensational story of two magnificent ancient aquatic cities, which once stood at the mouth of the river Nile. Now the 
ruins reveal how their inhabitants lived, worshipped and interacted with their foreign visitors. HISTORY


